SUMMARY ANSWER: DNA isolation methods preferentially include or exclude short, extrachromosomal (EC) telomere-specific sequences that alter spTL measurements, and are responsible for a proportion of the disparity observed between investigations.
Introduction
Infertility affects~1 in 8 couples, with male factors accounting for up to half of cases (Rowe and World Health Organization., 2000 ; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2013) . Diagnostic tests of male fertility in current practice (i.e. semen volume, sperm count, motility, morphology and in some centers, DNA fragmentation) bear limited predictive value for ART outcomes, as the etiology behind abnormal sperm parameters remains unknown in up to 45% of cases (Jungwirth et al., 2012) . Despite significant improvements in IVF to bypass semen disorders, the live birth rate associated with identifiable male disorders remains <39% (Rhouma et al., 2003) . Further developments in our understanding of sperm physiology and clinical testing of the male are crucial to improvement of ART outcomes. Interest in sperm telomere length (spTL), its potential relationship with semen disorders, and its ability to predict reproductive outcomes has grown rapidly in recent years.
Telomeres are repetitive, non-coding regions of DNA (TTAGGG n ) located at the ends of linear chromosomes that set a replicative limit on cell division, and play important roles in chromosome protection, stabilization and tethering (Hayflick et al., 1979; Levy et al., 1992; Griffith et al., 1999; Morimoto et al., 2012) . Telomeres in human sperm exhibit unique properties compared to somatic cells: some studies have suggested that telomeres in spermatozoa are significantly longer (Kozik et al., 1998; Kimura et al., 2008; Ferlin et al., 2013) , while cross-sectional studies have suggested that spTL increases with age Aston et al., 2012; Baird et al., 2006) . This is in stark contrast to the age-associated telomere erosion observed in somatic cells, which has been linked to decreased longevity and increased disease-susceptibility (Blackburn, 1991; Greider and Blackburn, 1996) . SpTL may have an intergenerational effect, since older fathers, presumably having longer spTLs at the time of fertilization, sire offspring with longer leukocyte TLs (Aviv, 2012) . Paternal inheritance of long telomeres is a proposed mechanism of positive selection driven by resilient males (Eisenberg, 2011; Aviv, 2012; Eisenberg et al., 2012) . Conversely, severely truncated spTL may account for some cases of idiopathic infertility (Baird et al., 2006) .
To reconcile discordant results on the relationship between spTL and male fertility, we compared all studies and replicated common experimental methods, and found marked differences in study design and upstream DNA processing prior to spTL assessment, which contributes to differences in outcomes.
Materials and Methods

Participant recruitment and sample processing
This study received institutional research ethics board approval from the University of Toronto, Canada (#29211). Men undergoing semen analysis or IVF treatment at CReATe Fertility Centre (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) provided informed consent to donate excess blood and semen to research following clinical procedures (n = 161). Semen samples were analyzed according to World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines (Cooper et al., 2010) . DNA fragmentation was measured via sperm chromatin structure assay (SCSA) (Evenson et al., 1978) . Semen samples acquired post diagnostic testing (PDT) were subject to one-layer density gradient centrifugation using PureSperm40™ to isolate all sperm. Samples acquired post IVF (PIVF) underwent two-layer density gradient centrifugation using PureSperm40™/ PureSperm80™ to isolate only motile sperm. Whole blood was centrifuged to isolate buffy coat leukocytes. Clinical parameters were collected from patient records: age, days of sexual abstinence, seminal pH and volume, and sperm concentration, motility, DNA fragmentation and morphology.
DNA isolation
Two methods of DNA isolation were compared: Genomic Tips ® (G-Tips) (QIAGEN, Cat. #10223) and QIAamp DNA Mini Kit ® (QIAamp) (QIAGEN, Cat. #51104) which respectively isolate 'high molecular weight' (HMW) and 'total' genomic DNA. Each method was used according to the manufacturer's recommendations, with incorporation of dithiothreitol (DTT, 80 mM) and proteinase K (250ug/ml) treatments during cell lysis (QIAGEN -User Developed Protocol 2 for Sperm). DNA was eluted in TE buffer (10 mM TrisCl, pH 7.5; 1 mM EDTA) and stored at −20°C. QIAamp or G-Tip DNA isolation was applied to PDT samples. PIVF samples were divided in half and subjected to each of the two methods. Leukocyte DNA was isolated using the QIAamp DNA mini-kit according to manufacturer's recommendations, followed by elution and storage conditions similar to that for sperm.
Assessment of genomic DNA integrity
Integrity of undigested genomic DNA was assessed via field inversion gel electrophoresis (FIGE). A 0.4% agarose gel (15 cm × 10 cm) was run at 1.5 V/cm for 6 h to separate large DNA fragments, and one of two DNA ladders: GeneRuler 1 kb DNA Ladder (range 0.25-10 kb, ThermoFisher Scientific #SM0312) or GeneRuler High Range DNA Ladder (range 10-48 kb, ThermoFisher Scientific #SM1351). The High Range DNA Ladder confirmed that HMW undigested sperm DNA was >20 kb in size, the longest spTL expected. DNA from the TeloTAGGG Telomere Length Assay (Roche, Cat. #12209136001) was included as a somatic cell control in addition to leukocyte DNA. All DNA was stained with SYBR Safe™ DNA Gel Stain (ThermoFisher Scientific #S33102) and gels were imaged via UV excitation on a MiniBIS Pro™ (DNR Bio-Imaging Systems).
Telomere length assessment
To assess mean spTL, sperm DNA isolated with each method (total, n = 8; HMW, n = 9) was subjected to terminal restriction fragment (TRF) analysis, the gold standard for absolute TL determination. DNA was digested using MnlI/RsaI restriction enzymes according to Baird et al. (2006) to exclude sub-telomeric regions that can vary in length, followed by Southern blotting with reagents from the TeloTAGGG Telomere Length Assay (Roche, Cat. 12209136001) and gel modifications specific for sperm (Kimura et al., 2010) . Densitometric quantification was performed using AlphaEaseFC software to determine mean spTL (spTL n ).
Statistical analyses
Clinical patient parameters were compared using the Student's T-test (mean ± SEM, two-tailed, 95% confidence interval Fig. 1 . Records generated by the search were screened by two independent reviewers according to the defined inclusion/ exclusion criterion outlined in Table I .
Categorical analysis of study design and experimental methods: a narrative synthesis
A narrative analysis was conducted according to the 'Cochrane Consumers and Communication Review Group: Data synthesis and analysis' guidelines (Ryan, 2013) . Narrative analysis was deemed appropriate as the data met three criteria: (i) inclusion of different study designs that were not well-suited to aggregation, (ii) capture of a wide variety of interventions (in this case, experimental methodologies and patient populations) and (iii) no quantitative data that could be directly pooled across studies. Data were extracted from each study, with particular focus on key 'moderator variables' that differed across studies. Moderator variables are variables that can be expected to modulate the main effects between groups and explain differences in the direction and size of an effect across studies (Popay et al., 2006) . In the preliminary synthesis, findings across studies were compiled and studies were grouped according to whether the results were 'Supportive' or 'Discordant'. Concordance was calculated as:
studiesinagreement totalstudies Relationships in the data were then explored in the form of a 'Categorical analysis' that involved methodological triangulation of (i) each major finding, (ii) moderator variables and (iii) subcategories within each moderator variable ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The maximum age gap (MAG) between men in each study was calculated as the difference in range (Maximum Age − Minimum Age) or approximated from the standard deviation using the 'Range Rule of Thumb' (Range ≈ Standard Deviation × 4), and grouped along 10-year intervals.
Results
Inclusion of fragmented sperm DNA is method-specific and contributes short telomeric sequences to downstream assessment of spTL PDT samples subjected to Total DNA isolation (n = 57) had semen parameters within the normal range (Table II) , and genomic DNA was successfully isolated from all samples (57/57; 100% efficiency). FIGE revealed that undigested DNA (n = 8) was heterogeneous in fragment size (<1.5 ->10 kb) ( Fig. 2, A; 1-8 ). SpTL (n = 8) ranged from 2.38 to 6.71 kb (median 3.20 kb, IQR: 2.50, 3.95). HMW DNA isolation was performed on another set of PDT samples (n = 104), and the robustness of the method for future application on both normal and abnormal semen samples was tested. These samples had a significantly lower mean sperm concentration (38.8 ± 41.15 vs 66.6 ± 35.45, P < 0.001) and motility (34.6 ± 20.76 vs 48.5 ± 13.09, P < 0.001) compared to Total DNA samples, but were still within the normal range overall (Table II) . HMW DNA isolation did not successfully yield DNA for all samples (55/104; 52.9% efficiency). The decline in efficiency was not attributed to the increased number of abnormal samples because no significant difference in any clinical parameters were observed between samples that successfully or unsuccessfully yielded HMW DNA (Table II) . Undigested HMW genomic DNA (n = 9) was greater than 48 kb and homogenous in size ( Fig. 2, C ; 1-9). SpTL (n = 9) ranged from 9.27-14.95 kb (median 12.89 kb, IQR: 12.18, 14.14). Median spTL of HMW sperm DNA was significantly greater than that of Total DNA (P < 0.01), confirming that HMW DNA isolation excluded short fragments of telomeric DNA that were retained with Total DNA isolation. This effect was unique to sperm, as Total leukocyte DNA was HMW (>10 kb) and homogeneous size ( Fig. 2, A ; L). To further confirm that differences in DNA integrity and spTL were method-specific, not patient-or fraction-specific, Total and HMW DNA isolation was repeated on motile sperm obtained post IVF treatment (PIVF). PIVF samples had semen parameters within the normal range (Table II) . Again, the size of Total DNA (n = 8) was heterogeneous, while HMW DNA was homogeneous (≥48 kb) (Fig. 3) .
Differences between studies on spTL and male fertility are a direct result of DNA isolation method-selection and moderator variable disparity
A comprehensive review of the literature identified 21 relevant full-text articles. The data extraction process revealed six key moderator variables: sample size, fertility status, age gap between study participants, semen fraction analyzed, telomere population assessed (i.e. combination of telomere assay and DNA isolation method), and analysis type (i.e. correlative versus comparative) (Supplementary Table SI) . Preliminary synthesis identified a total of 13 major findings across studies (Supplementary Table SII) . Of the major findings, four showed 100% concordance (Finding #1-4), two were mostly concordant but had studies with both positive and negative data (Finding #5-6), two were supported by only one study , and five ranged in concordance from 58-90% (Finding #7-11). Generally, concordance amongst the disputed findings (#7-11) was high (71-90%). The most disputed finding was Finding #11 ('SpTL increases with male age', 58%).
The first phase of the categorical analysis is shown in Supplementary Table SIII. This analysis revealed five studies that assessed spTL using HMW sperm DNA: Allsopp et al., 1992; Kozik et al., 1998; Baird et al., 2006; Aston et al., 2012; and Shuyuan et al., 2015 . No other moderator variables were shared (Supplementary Table SIV) . These studies overlapped for Findings 1, 5 and 11, and were all 'Supportive' and in agreement with one another (Supplementary Table SIII . In these studies, spTL was assessed on Total DNA, or the study did not provide sufficient information for determination (Supplementary  Table SV) . No other moderator variables were shared. However, since some 'Supportive' studies also assessed spTL in Total DNA, it was not the sole contributor of discordant results, and further analysis was conducted.
The second phase of the categorical analysis narratively described the comparisons within and between groups (Supplementary Table SVI). Of the findings that were not disputed, Finding #1 was the most thoroughly investigated (n = 6 studies) and robust, in that each study was markedly different in experimental design but had the same conclusion. Findings #2-3 were supported by only a few medium-to large-scale studies; finding #4 was supported by three small studies; and findings #5-6 were only disputed by studies that had both positive and negative data.
For findings that were more controversial (Findings #7-11), supportive studies implemented stricter approaches to data analysis via application of comparative over correlative analyses, or had a sample size ≥81 when conducting correlative analyses (Findings #7-10). This effect is clearly illustrated by Santiso et al., 2010; and Thilagavathi et al., 2013: with sample sizes <81, indirect comparative analysis in the data showed that spTL was significantly different in sperm with high versus low DNA fragmentation, and between fertile and infertile patients who had significantly different sperm count and motility. When correlative analysis was applied, no relationship was observed. The influence of moderator variables on outcomes of Finding #11 were more complex. Again, all studies that conducted comparative analyses were supportive. For correlative analyses, when pooled populations of healthy volunteers and/or infertility patients with normal semen analyses across a 20-50-year age span were tested, spTL was positively associated with age. When infertility patients (normal and abnormal semen analyses) were pooled, the relationship was only observed in men with a MAG of 15-18 years, and not 24-34 years, demonstrating that the relationship between spTL and age was confounded by inclusion of infertile patients. P-values of studies that contained more healthy men showed a stronger significance (P≤0.02) compared to those from studies with more infertile men (P = 0.036-0.05).
Discussion
We were interested in whether there was a difference in assessment of spTL that resulted from upstream DNA isolation, due to the intrinsic presence of DNA fragmentation in the sperm genome. Specifically, we were interested in whole genomic (i.e. 'Total') and HMW DNA isolation, which were both applied by previous investigations. We tested two commercial DNA isolation techniques: one that isolated Total DNA, regardless of size (QIAamp ® ), and one that isolated only HMW DNA (G-Tip). We then measured the outcomes of spTL assessment. QIAamp was directly implemented in seven previous studies (San Gabriel Cariati et al., 2016; Rocca et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016) , while four studies assessed spTL in Total DNA using other methods (Moskovtsev et al., 2010; Turner and Hartshorne, 2013; Antunes et al., 2015; Ling et al., 2016) . The G-Tip method was directly applied by one study (Aston et al., 2012) , but its principle is similar to traditional phenol-chloroform-based techniques that target large DNA molecules, as employed by four studies Kozik et al., 1998; Baird et al., 2006; Shuyuan et al., 2015) .
We found that Total sperm DNA was heterogeneous in fragment size and that downstream assessment of mean spTL was below the expected size range published by other groups using TRF (8-20 kb) Kozik et al., 1998; Baird et al., 2006; Kimura et al., 2008; Aston et al., 2012) and significantly shorter than spTL assessed on HMW DNA. The differences in DNA integrity and spTL occurred as a direct result of the upstream DNA isolation method, and was not attributed to differences between patients or the sperm fraction assessed. The effect was unique to sperm. From this, we concluded that spTL obtained from Total sperm DNA includes short telomeric repeats that shift mean spTL towards shorter telomeres, and are not associated with HMW DNA. In other words, two distinct DNA and telomere populations are present in the sperm genome: HMW DNA that contains only intact chromosomal (Chr) telomeres, and pooled DNA that contains both Chr telomeres and extrachromosomal (EC) telomeric-repeats. Short, EC telomeric-repeats may occur as a by-product of global DNA fragmentation that includes breakdown of telomeres, or may be the products of telomere trimming (t-circles), which has previously been reported in mature sperm (Pickett et al., 2011) . Further research is required to determine the nature and function of these two types of telomeric sequences.
A comprehensive review of the literature returned 21 scientific journal articles that measured spTL and its relation to current clinical tests of male fertility and reproductive outcomes. To compare and contrast studies, a categorical analysis was performed in the form of a 'Narrative Synthesis': an emerging form of research-traditionally applied in Economic and Social research, and more recently adopted by major health research organizations such as Cochrane, to inform international health policy and practice. Narrative syntheses aim to qualitatively assess evidence from multiple studies to identify patterns in cases where quantitative meta-analysis is less suitable (e.g. differences in study design or experimental methodology that generate quantitative data that should not be aggregated, as observed here) (Ryan, 2013) . In the future, when more investigations with similarity in moderator variables are available, experimental data can be subject to meta-analysis.
Our analyses revealed a number of major findings that did not encounter opposition in the literature: spTL distributions demonstrate inter-individual variation, spTL is not related to morphology, spTL is greater than somatic cell TL, and longer spTL is associated with positive indicators of male health, lower levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in semen, and positive indicators of offspring health. Although these findings were not disputed, it was important to evaluate the quality of the current evidence. The most robust, undisputed finding was that spTL demonstrates detectable inter-individual variability; this is an important consideration, as such variability would contribute to a difference in experimental outcomes, and may or may not have been accounted for in all experimental designs. For other undisputed findings, the current evidence is based on less than four studies, and outcome measures often included very broad indicators of offspring and male health that did not directly overlap between studies (i.e. embryo quality, ongoing pregnancy, offspring leukocyte telomere length, BMI and environmental toxin metabolites). We contend that although these findings are not currently disputed, more large-scale studies with similar experimental designs and outcome measures would solidify the evidence behind these claims.
Findings that were more controversial included: a positive association between spTL and age, fertility status, and normal results on clinical tests of sperm quality (i.e. DNA fragmentation, motility and concentration). Discordant findings were mainly contributed by six studies (Thilagavathi et al., 2013; Turner and Hartshorne, 2013; Rocca et al., 2016; Yang et al. (2015b) ; Mishra et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016) . Discordant studies had no moderator variables in common apart from spTL assessment using Total DNA. We did not, however, conclude that this variable alone was responsible for discordant results, as a number of studies that used Total DNA also yielded supportive results.
Further analysis revealed that supportive studies implemented stricter approaches to data analysis by applying comparative analyses instead of correlative analyses. All studies that conducted comparative analyses showed a positive, significant difference, regardless of sample size. Correlative analysis, on the other hand, had a lower detection rate, and required a larger sample size. We found that a sample size of ≥81 was required to detect a statistically significant positive relationship using correlative analyses, and studies that showed no relationship had sample sizes below this threshold.
The relationship between spTL and male age proved to be the most disputed and complex. Again, all studies that conducted comparative analyses were supportive, but an important interaction between male age and fertility status was also observed: when men within the 'normal' fertility spectrum (pooled populations of healthy volunteers and/ or infertility patients with normal semen analyses) across a 20-50-year age span were tested, spTL was positively associated with age and easily detected. When the infertility patient population was introduced (pooled normal and abnormal semen analyses), the relationship was only observed across a narrow age span of 15-18 years, and not at 24-34 years. In other words, the influence of the relationship between infertility and spTL confounded the relationship between spTL and age, rendering it detectable only within age-matched individuals. This effect was captured by the increasing significance of p-values in studies that contained more healthy men compared to those with more infertile men.
Lastly, to reflect our experimental findings on the effect of DNA isolation on spTL assessment, we identified five studies that assessed spTL using HMW DNA Kozik et al., 1998; Baird et al., 2006; Aston et al., 2012; Shuyuan et al., 2015) . When the findings of the studies overlapped, the results were supportive of a relationship and in agreement with one another: spTL distributions demonstrate inter-individual variation, was greater than somatic cell TL, and increased with age. Agreement between these studies demonstrates that spTL assessment on HMW DNA has a very strong influence on experimental outcomes, and generates consistent results. The potential effect of other moderator variables such as sample size, age, fertility status, and semen fraction utilized for experimentation was dramatically reduced.
Overall, our findings highlight that spTL assessment is altered by upstream isolation of HMW or Total DNA, which yield the spTL of Chr only or pooled EC and Chr telomeres, respectively. Future investigations will be targeted towards determining whether EC telomere fragments can be separated from HMW sperm DNA to assess Chr spTL independently from EC telomeric DNA, and to determine whether EC telomeric repeat fragments are t-circles. Both investigations are crucial to understanding telomeres in human spermatozoa and their potential role in male fertility. Our results also demonstrate that the outcomes of spTL investigations are heavily dependent on specific moderator variables, particularly the telomere population assessed (Chr vs. Chr/EC), and type of analysis applied (comparative vs. correlative). These findings are important to consider in future investigations of spTL.
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